This is art for the people's sake

IN AN insignificant church building down Chapel Street in Cape Town's Woodstock area, one of the country's most innovative art programmes is hard at work - teaching trade unions, youth and community organisations to produce their own publicity posters.

It is here that the poster blitz that has hit the country initially found its roots with the formation of the Community Arts Project (Cap), which has transformed ideas and speeches into strong visual images since its formation in 1977.

And today, if you walk through any township or city, you can't fail to notice the impact left by the posters.

Founded to help people develop an interest in the arts, Cap now teaches more than 600 people a week. After the initial training period, students are expected to produce their own posters - and teach other members of their organisations how to do their own.

In this way, organisations have become less dependent on the mass media to get their messages across.

Cap director Derek Joubert is confident that their programmes will expand.

"Already, training is being conducted at community centres in places like Langa and Gugulethu and we hope we will be able to reach a wider audience."

Apart from poster design, Cup offers classes in theatre, painting, pottery, sculpture, photography and dance. According to Joubert, they would like to start full-time courses soon.

"Last year we had a full-time course for amateur theatre, and a group of people are presently undergoing a two-year training programme. Hopefully we can do the same with the arts."